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There is a growing interest in using 3-D DRAM structures
and non-volatile memories such as Phase Change Memories (PCM) to
both improve access latencies and reduce energy consumption in multicore systems. These new memory technologies present both opportunities
and challenges to computer systems design.
In this paper we address how such memories should be organized to fully
benet from these technologies. We propose to keep 3-D DRAMs as main
memory systems, but use non-volatile memories as backing store. In this
connection, we view DRAM based main-memory both as a cache memory
and as main memory. The cache like addressing allows for fast address
translation and better memory allocation among multiple processes. We
explore a set of wide-ranging design parameters for page sizes, sub-page
sizes, TLB sizes, and sizes of write-buers.
Abstract.
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Introduction

An emerging DRAM technology, die-stacked DRAM (3-D DRAM), reduces access latencies for large amounts of memory due to its integration with the processor. In the near term, die-stacking may be used as a large last-level cache [1],
however as capacity increases it may be an attractive option to use as a system's
main memory. We also consider the use of non-volatile solid-state memories,
such as phase-change memory (PCM),to replace the disk drive of a traditional
computer.
A system where 3-D DRAM is main memory and PCM is the backing store
could have signicant overall performance benets due to their improved latencies, however it would be necessary to rethink memory organizations for such a
system. For example, 4K or 8K bytes (pages) are used as the units of transfer
between DRAM and disks because of large disk latencies. Should we continue to
transfer such large amounts of data when the PCM latencies are much smaller?
Another issue to consider is the cost of context switches on page faults when the
access latencies to PCM are in the same range as the access latencies to DRAM.

Current systems use hierarchical page tables for virtual to physical address
translation. With 64-bit virtual addresses, systems need to look up multiple levels of page tables to translate a virtual address into a physical address and the
traversal can be relatively slow [2]. If address translation latencies can be minimized, context switches on page faults may be unnecessary. We explore changes
to virtual memory management and structure of pages to improve address translation and minimize OS kernel intervention on page faults. When using 3-D
DRAMs and PCMs, TLB performance becomes even more critical since delays
in address translation can undercut the performance advantages. We attempt to
increase TLB performance using large page sizes, say 32KB, 64KB pages, but
still transfer only small amounts of data between DRAM and PCM via subpages.
An additional challenge is the limited write-endurance of non-volatile memories.
We address this by tailoring CMM parameters to consider write-back and using
a victim buer.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• Evaluates new memory organizations for 3-D DRAM as main memory and

non-volatile PCM as secondary memory.

• Evaluates treating 3-D DRAM as both main memory and cache for the

purpose of speeding up virtual to physical address translation.

• Evaluates the use of large pages with subpages to benet from small access

latencies to PCM, while improving the utilization of TLB and page tables.

Previously we explored our ideas in a single-core environment using Sparc
(Serengeti) architecture [3]. In this paper we explore our ideas for multicore
systems using x86-64 architecture running Ubuntu.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains our
approach to memory organization. Section 3 describes our experimental setup
and Section 4 includes results and analysis of the experimental data. Section 5
details future work. Section 6 describes research that is closely related to our
work. Section 7 concludes with ending remarks.

2

Memory Organization

Given the physical proximity to the processor, as well as the low access latencies,
the 3-D DRAM memory is viewed both as a cache and a primary memory of a
computing system. We utilize cache-like addressing using set-associative indexing
schemes with main memory. For this reason, we call our main memory a CacheMain Memory (CMM). Additional design details about our memory architecture
and necessary hardware structures can be found in [3].

2.1 Virtual-Physical Address Translation
Our design relies on both page tables and cache-like indexing for addressing
DRAM entries. In conventional main memories, virtual addresses are mapped
to physical addresses (DRAM frames) using hierarchical page tables. Typically,
a virtual address is divided into several parts where each part indexes into a
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dierent page table, and the page table entries provide addresses of the next
level page table.
Some of the page tables can be eliminated if we use a portion of the virtual
address as a set index, similar to addressing a set-associative cache. For example,
the efg portion of the virtual address can be used as a set index into DRAM (see
Figure 1). This idea can be viewed in one of two dierent ways. We can view this
as using very large pages, thus efg along with page oset will become the oset
into a very large page. Or we can also view this as using very large segments with
pages, and efg constitutes the address of a segment. By using a set-associative
index for the segment, we imply associating a working set of DRAM pages with
a segment, and the pages within that segment compete for DRAM pages within
the working set. The address of the working set for a segment is given by page
tables identied by the higher order bits of the virtual address (abcd in Figure
1).
This allows us to satisfy the need for physical addresses (e.g., to eliminate
address aliases for common or shared pages), but also speeds up address translation. Furthermore, it allows higher memory levels (L1, L2, and Last Level
Caches) to use virtual address indexing. This approach is similar in principle to
page coloring [4]. By using large segments with reasonably sized pages, we maintain ne-grained protection at page level. We still use a translation look-aside
buer (TLB) that speeds up address translation.
Page Structure. The CMM consists of large pages which are divided into
subpages. Large pages are used to reduce the number of TLB entries while
subpages allow us to transfer small chunks of data between DRAM and backing
store. It will be necessary to keep track of valid and dirty subpages within a
page. A subpage bitmap can be used to track valid and dirty status of subpages
within a page.
Page Lookup. Pages are located in the CMM using the virtual address, in
combination with an address space identier (ASID). In addition to using setassociative mapping of addresses to CMM pages, we use a specialized TLB-like
structure to accelerate this process. Our TLB is fully-associative and contains a
small number of entries. In addition, it also contains the subpage bitmaps for its
resident pages which may be rapidly accessed to determine a hit or miss. A page
may still reside within the CMM even if there is no TLB entry for the page. In
such cases, the CMM Tag Structure is searched using set-associative indexing.
Bitmaps are not stored with tags but stored in the CMM page itself as header
information. Only the actual CMM pages reside in the 3-D DRAM layers. The
other structures can reside in the memory controller or MMU, possibly on the
same layer as the processing cores.

Mix
Bench1
Bench2
Bench3
Bench4 Total (MB)
Small1
Gobmk
Hmmer H264Ref Gromacs
41.7
Small2
Gamess
Sphinx3
Tonto
Namd
27.6
Medium1
Sjeng
Libquantum Leslie3d
Astar
191.6
Medium2
Omnetpp
Astar
Calculix
Gcc
139.9
Large1
Milc
Wrf
Zeusmp
Soplex
865.9
Large2
Zeusmp
Leslie3d
Gcc CactusADM
718.3
VeryLarge1 GemsFDTD
Mcf
Bwaves CactusADM 2262.2
VeryLarge2
Mcf
Zeusmp
Milc
Bwaves
1656.0

Benchmark mixes. Total (MB) represents the combined working set size of
all applications in a given mix.
Table 1.
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Experimental Setup

We use Simics [5], a robust full-system simulator. Simics includes a timing module called G-Cache to gather cycle-accurate timing data. We modied G-Cache
in order to simulate our 3-D DRAM CMM system. The target platform we use
Ubuntu 8.04 running on a x86-64 Hammer processor running at 3GHz. We evaluate our design using mixes of SPEC CPU2006 benchmarks which are shown in
Table 1, which are comparable to those of [6].
Each mix contains four benchmarks. Though we ran simulations for 2, 4 and 8
cores, due to space restrictions and the similarity of results we only include 4-core
results here. Processes are statically bound to a core so we could more easily track
how many instructions each benchmark executed. We are currently investigating
the use of better process tracking so that benchmarks can be tracked regardless
of the core on which it is scheduled.
Benchmark mixes are grouped by working set sizes, a measure of how much
(total) memory is being actively used by an application. This is dierent from
the amount of address space the OS has reserved for an application and resident
set size which is how much physical memory an application uses. Working set size
has been often considered by researchers looking at cache misses, TLB misses and
page faults, and the working set sizes we use were determined by [7]. We felt that
grouping our benchmarks by this measure would allow us to see how dierent
applications with similar working set sizes might operate in our CMM design,
and also see how benchmarks with small to very large working sets perform. We
set the CMM size to 256 MB, so that we may be able to see the eects of heavy
workloads up to ten times greater than the size of CMM. In time, 3-D DRAM
modules will be able to store 8 to 32 GB and perhaps more, and we are condent
that the trends which we report here will scale appropriately for larger CMMs.
Latencies and other xed L1, L2 and CMM parameters used in our study
are the same as reported previously in [3], except that here we are dealing with
multiple cores and we use 32 KB L1s and 256KB L2s per core. These sizes are
chosen to be representative of current L1 and L2 caches, and these values are
xed throughout our experiments. Design parameters we varied in experiments
will be explained in the following section. The caches and CMM are warmed for
300 million user-level transactions to core-0, after which simulation data is gathered for all cores during the time taken for 500 million benchmark instructions
executed by core-0. Several parameters are explored here including number of

memory banks, associativity, TLB size, page size, subpage size, number of subpages to pre-fetch and size of victim buers.

4

Results and Analysis

In this section we detail the results of our experiments. The most common metrics used for comparing dierent design parameters are relative IPC and relative
amount of data copied back. IPC, or instructions per cycle, is a measure of how
many instructions are executed per clock cycle, and data copied back measures
the amount of data that is written back from CMM to PCM backing store.
The graphs that follow, unless otherwise specied, use relative numbers ranging between 0 and 1, and display the IPC relative to the best IPC possible in
that experiment. This is intended to provide a clearer picture as one can view
the range of performance possible for dierent values of the design parameter
explored; than using raw numbers, since we use a wide ranging workloads.

Page Size. Larger pages are benecial in that TLB and page tables can
be smaller, while having small subpages grants us the ability to have smaller,
quicker transfers between CMM and PCM, eliminating the excessive CPU stalls
on a page/subpage miss. Page size aects the number of CMM entries and larger
pages may cause more conicts for (fewer) CMM entries.
We explored page sizes between 4KB and 2MB. In terms of IPC, Figure 2(a)
shows that pages between 4KB to 64KB show minor performance changes, with
a marginal peak at 32KB. IPC declines sharply after 128KB, particularly for
benchmarks with large working sets; a result of having fewer pages that can
reside in memory at any given time. Further, Figure 2(b) shows a general trend
where page size increases leads to an increase in write-backs. Smaller benchmark
mixes display more sensitivity to page size variation, and a linear increase in the
amount of data written back with page sizes. Of particular interest, for small
working sets, CMM is not fully utilized and thus in case of 4KB pages, no data
is written back, because page conicts are eliminated. However such page sizes
require very large TLBs; thus we believe a 32KB page provides a reasonable
trade-o between the amount of data written back and the cost of memory
structures (e.g., TLB).
Subpage Size. When using larger pages (32KB), since the new technologies
present very low data transfer latencies, we explore the use of subpages within
a page as the unit of data transferred between DRAM and backing store (i.e.,
PCM). Subpage size is an important consideration in our design in both hardware cost and performance benets. Hardware cost will increase as subpages get
smaller because subpages must be tracked by a bitmap. Here we x the page
size at 32KB.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) display the relative values for IPC and amount of data
written back to PCM respectively for dierent subpage sizes. In most cases,
IPC tends to peak at 512 or 1024 byte subpages, with the very large working
set benchmark mixes displaying the most volatility when moving outside that
range. The small working set mixes appear somewhat impervious to subpage size

(a) Page Size: Relative IPC

(b) Page Size: Write-backs

Page Size: subgures (a) and (b) use a 0 to 1 relative scale. 4KB to 2MB pages
are evaluated. Subpage size is set at 512 bytes.
Fig. 2.

(a) Subpage Size: Relative IPC

(b) Subpage Size: Write-backs

Subpage Size: subgures (a) and (b) use a 0 to 1 relative scale. Subpage sizes
from 128B-32KB. Simulated page size is 32KB, therefore 32KB subpage eectively
represents no subpages.
Fig. 3.

variations due to very few page faults and underutilization of CMM as discussed
previously.
For write-backs, subpage size is easily the most important parameter to consider. As can be seen from Figure 3(b), all workloads display nearly a linear
relationship between subpage size and amount of data copied back to PCM.
On average, a 32KB page with 32KB subpages writes back 3 times more data
to PCM as a 32KB page with 128 byte subpages. This is expected since we
only write back dirty subpages to PCM. Taking all things into consideration, we
would conservatively recommend a 512 byte subpage size.

Associativity. As described in Section 2, we use both page tables and setassociative style indexing to address the CMM. In this section we describe the
eect of associativity within our CMM. Figure 4(a) shows that increasing asso-

ciativity appears to improve IPC. Performance gains are due to reduced conict
misses as associativity increases. Beyond 8-way, however, performance gains are
negligible. This phenomenon has been reported for very large caches, and our
ndings here corroborate previous studies [8].
Figure 4(b) shows that conict reduction in CMM due to increased associativity can signicantly reduce the amount of data copied back; but insignicant
savings are achieved beyond 8-way.

(a) Associativity: Relative IPC

(b) Associativity: Write-backs

Associativity: subgures (a) and (b) use a 0 to 1 relative scale. Associativities
from 1 to 32 are evaluated.
Fig. 4.

Translation Look-aside Buers (TLB). As described in Section 2, we
use TLBs to speedup address translation and verify if the requested subpage is
currently available in CMM using subpage bitmaps stored in TLB. Our TLB is
a fully-associative cache of CMM page addresses and bitmaps for current pages
tracked in TLB. We evaluated the performance impacts of using dierent sizes
for TLBs from 128 entries to 32,768 (which represents one entry in TLB for each
of CMM page).
We felt that TLB hit rate was the best basis for comparison. It can be
clearly seen from Figure 5(a) that hit rate appears to max out at 1024 to 2048
entries, depending on the benchmark. Since the TLB contains a mapping between
virtual-physical addresses, the number of TLB entries can be considered in terms
of total coverage of CMM, representing the percentage of total CMM pages for
which the physical address and bit map can be stored in TLB at any given time.
Our experiments indicate that a 3% to 6% coverage is sucient for TLB sizes.
Even at these coverages, a TLB for 32GB CMM will be very large, and it may
be necessary to use set-associative TLBs instead of fully associative TLBs. It
should be noted, however, TLB's will be even larger when using 4K or 8K pages.
Pre-fetch. Pre-fetching has been shown to be very eective in reducing cache
miss rates, however it can also substantially increase memory trac [9][10]. At
the CMM to PCM level, we expect less contention than at the L1 or L2 cache

(a) TLB: Hit Rate

(b) Banks: Relative IPC

TLB: (a) shows actual hit rates for varying TLB sizes. Sizes from 128 to 32,768
entries are explored. In these simulations CMM has a xed size of 256MB and 32KB
pages, which give 32,768 total pages that may reside in CMM, and therefore that many
pages may be addressed by the TLB.
Banks: (b) shows relative IPC for varying bank sizes. Comparison on a 0 to 1 relative
scale. 3-D DRAM with 1 to 256 banks are evaluated.
Fig. 5.

level. Therefore, we may direct the memory controller to use idle CMM cycles to
pre-fetch additional subpages from backing store on a memory request. Pre-fetch
may occasionally delay requests for new pages or subpages, since the current prefetched subpage must complete before a new request can be issued.
We explored pre-fetch policies of zero (no pre-fetch), up to 64 which is the
total number of subpages in a page (with 32KB pages and 512 byte subpages).
Figure 6(a) shows that the reduction in miss rates as a result of the spatial
locality of pre-fetched pages account for a greater performance increase than
the performance loss attributable to delaying demand fetches. However for large
working set benchmark mix Large1, the applications exhibit poorer spatial localities and thus pre-fetching can actually be detrimental to performance.
Figure 6(b) and Figure 6(c) display subpage usage and eciency respectively.
Usage is a generally increasing trend because as more subpages are pre-fetched,
more of those subpages are used, generating fewer demand requests. Eciency is
the percentage of prefetched subpages that were actually used. It declines as more
subpages are prefetched. While we did not explicitly perform energy consumption
calculations here, this gure captures the essence of energy eciency of prefetching as unused subpage contribute to wasted power. Our results indicate
that pre-fetching just one subpage provides the best tradeo. We plan to extend
these studies by using adaptive pre-fetching techniques similar to those proposed
in [11].

Victim Buer. Victim caches [12] have traditionally been used to decrease
conict misses in low associativity caches. We adapt this concept to alleviate the
conict misses in CMM, causing write-back to PCM. Our victim buer can also
be viewed similar to DRAM caches or write buers used in [13][14].
Figure 6(d) shows that data copied back becomes zero for smaller benchmarks
as victim size is increased. Here the CMM, along with the victim buer, is able

(a) Pre-Fetch: Relative IPC

(b) Pre-Fetch: Usage

(c) Pre-Fetch: Eciency

(d) Victim Size: Write-Backs

Pre-Fetch: (a) and (b) use a 0 to 1 relative scale. For (a), the X-axis represents
the maximum number of subsequent subpages to be pre-fetched. Data simulates a
CMM using 32KB pages with 512 byte subpages. For (b), a 1 would represent the
pre-fetch policy had the most used subpages among all policies for a given benchmark.
(c) shows the percentage of used subpages for a given prefetch policy where a 1 would
mean every pre-fetched subpage was used.
Victim Cache: (d) displays write-back data for varying victim cache sizes. Comparison
on a 0 to 1 relative scale. Victim cache sizes from 32 to 4,096 entries are explored along
with having no victim cache at all (0). Page size is xed at 32KB.
Fig. 6.

to contain the entire address space of the benchmarks. However, data copied
back for larger workloads is largely unaected by victim buer size. Much larger
victim buer sizes may have reduced write-backs even for large benchmarks, but
this will add to the cost of the hardware.

Banks. Large 3-D DRAM are designed using multiple banks, each with a
dedicated connection to the common bus. We assign addresses to dierent banks
statically and simulate contention to banks.
Demand requests may interrupt pre-fetches and copybacks to the same bank,
after the currently transferring subpage has nished, but may not interfere with
copybacks or pre-fetches to dierent banks. Thus multiple prefetches and copybacks may occur simultaneously. A new demand request to a bank must wait
for prior demand requests to nish. We explore the impact on performance by
varying the number of banks.

Figure 5(b) shows that increasing the number of banks provides an IPC boost.
However, the gure also shows diminishing returns beyond 16 or 32 banks. We
feel that this behavior is due to our use of (mostly) virtual addresses to DRAM
and our static assignment of addresses to banks. This means that most applications's addresses map to very few banks. However, with larger benchmarks, more
cores, the virtual to physical address translation, and more dynamic distribution of addresses to banks would lead to better utilization of banks and scalable
performance improvements with more banks. We will explore these issues in our
future work.

5

Future Work

We are currently exploring in detail the implications of our ideas in terms of
changes needed with OS virtual memory management. We will evaluate the
advantages of our virtual memory management in the context of benchmarks
with very large working sets, in order to fully exercise memory systems with
8GB-32GB. For this purpose, we will use server class and cloud application
suites. We are currently working on models to evaluate energy consumed by
applications when using our designs.
In the interest of further reducing the amount of data copied back, we will
explore ideas (described in Section 6) such as eliminating dead writes, partial or
delayed writes, ip-writes and other techniques that rely on compiler analysis.

6

Related Work

The ideas presented in Qureshi, et. al [14] are closely related. In that work,
they explored the use of PCM as primary memory in place of DRAM. They
compare the use of conventional organizations using very large DRAM systems
(4GB-32GB), consider the merits of PCM vs DRAM, and subsequently examine
a hybrid conguration that uses a 1GB DRAM as a cache to 32GB PCM. The
purpose of their DRAM cache is to minimize writes to PCM. Their studies show
that a hybrid conguration is a fair trade-o between scalability and latency.
Our approach diers from this study as we use DRAM as primary memory and
PCM as secondary memory, replacing magnetic disk drives.
The study by Lee, et. al [13] is similar to that of Qureshi [14], in that they also
use PCM as a replacement to DRAM as the main memory system. Like Qureshi,
Lee, et. al use DRAM based buers between LLC and PCM, however Lee studies
the use of multiple DRAM buers instead of a single DRAM based cache. As
an example, the authors show improved write endurance using four 512-byte
buers instead of using a single 2048-byte buer. For our own purposes, we view
the use of multiple buers as an associative DRAM cache. Lee also investigates
another technique for reducing writes, called partial writes or delayed writes.
This compares data evicted from caches with the contents of PCM row buers
and writes only the data that is actually modied (it is possible for modied
data to return to its original value). The study explores dierent granularities

for these comparisons and, as expected, ner granularity leads to fewer bytes
being written back.
Other studies have explored techniques to minimize write-backs. Cho, et al
[15], writes either a modied, i.e. dirty, value or its complement, depending on
the number of bits that will be written back. More recently, Bock, et al [16],
explore how to eliminate writing modied data that is no longer useful. Useless
data stems from freed objects, such as heap deallocations, and from popping
stack frames which make previously stacked data inaccessible. We refer to these
as dead writes.
Techniques such as these, including delayed writes [13], ip writes [15], and
dead write elimination [16] are complimentary to our eorts. We explore them
as a part of our on-going research.
Page coloring, Kessler, et. al [4], is similar to our page indexing schemes. Page
coloring speeds up the virtual-physical address translations such that there are
negligible dierences between the virtual and physical addresses for large caches.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we investigated the use of 3-D DRAM as main memory and phasechange memory (PCM) as secondary memory. These technologies hold signicant
promise in reducing memory access latencies. PCM devices can also reduce the
amount of energy consumed. However, data stored in non-volatile devices such as
PCM can only be modied a limited number of times. Thus, it becomes critical
to minimize the amount of data modied or copied back to such devices.
Our goal in this work is to study how to benet from the faster accesses
to 3-D DRAM and PCM devices. For this purpose, we describe a new memory
organization that views DRAM both as a conventional main memory and a
cache: the cache view allows us to use set-associative addresses to locate data in
DRAM, while the memory view allows us to permit the use of traditional virtual
memory management using page tables, eliminating aliases resulting from virtual
addresses and enforcing protection at page level. Our approach can signicantly
eliminate the need for page table walks and context switches on page faults. We
investigated the use of large pages with subpages, where the unit of transfer is
a subpage between 3-D DRAM and PCM devices.
We reported the results of our experimental evaluation of a wide range of
design parameters for page sizes, subpage sizes, TLB sizes, set-associativities,
victim cache sizes, number of subpages to pre-fetch, in a multi-core environment.
We reported our analyses, indicating preferred values for conguration parameters. With the right parameter choices, we show that a Cache-Main Memory
organization, implemented in future technologies, can outperform contemporary
DRAM memory congurations.
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